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After a layover, and well into my ninth cumulative hour in the air, my back 

was a crackling plank, my hips numb from disuse, and my insides dully confounded 

by the stasis of too much life lived at a ninety degree angle.  The inflight magazine 

contained a story about several of the more famous archaeological sites in central 

and southern Mexico.  I focused mostly on the colors and scenes, using the 

magazine as a break from my discomfort and from Javier's stack of data and 

strategy, as a picturesque decompression.  I let the images soak into me, let my 

thoughts wander, let impressions form. 

The ancient Mexicans had constructed pyramids out of the jungle- tall, 

angled structures of carefully placed limestone block that envisaged a relationship 

to the sun and stars, the day and the night and the winds in between, and the 

imaginations of their people.  They stand even now, roughly fifteen hundred years 

later, relics of hidden connections, artifacts of a collective knowing and purpose, 

remnants of a once brightly burning idea.  They stood tall then, too, high above the 

canopy, as beacons and landmarks to distant travelers, and as emblems of their 

world's inner meaning.  They unified people, orchestrated culture, and stitched 

together nations.  This is how meaning was bootstrapped up out of the ground, and 

ratcheted towards the vast emptiness of space.  This is how hearts once flowed 

together in the region. 

I wondered if the people who quarried and shaped the stone had understood 

its deeper purpose, or if they had simply worked at the going rate to support 

themselves and their families, accepting that those in power desired glorious 

structures to memorialize their times and ideas.  How, I wondered, had they 

financed such endeavors, if not by borrowing against the collective will of society?  

How many individual impressions, thoughts, and dreams had participated?  How 

many such brush strokes of lives have painted history?  I thought of each life as a 

unique vessel containing the temporary expression of an infinite mind.  Each life 



throughout history had simultaneously been a sand grain contribution to a 

historical wave and a personal, holy question.  I wondered if the questions within us 

had ever really changed. 

Was the concern of a mother raising a child in sight of Chichen Itza any 

different than that of a mother raising a child in sight of the Sears Tower?  I had no 

sense of the answer to this question, no way to propel myself back fifteen hundred 

years and into the inner life of a woman who had lived then.  It struck me then that 

a being like the Poet, Lionel, or Bethlehem could perform precisely that type of 

miracle.  They were precisely that type of miracle.  They struck me as being living 

bridges that flowed across all times and places, as if they were each a purified 

expression of the formless, eternally self-regenerative material of which humanity 

was ultimately composed.  I suspected they could relate, somehow, to any person of 

any time, because they were not deceived by circumstances or appearances.  This, I 

realized, must be related to the Vision I was seeking. 

I was reminded, briefly, of the presence of my goggles in the overhead 

compartment, so many miles away now from their point of origin on Clive's work 

table, yet still right at home. 

Looking out the elongated window of the fuselage onto the sunlit highlands, I 

considered the fact that modern Mexicans have become factory builders.  The 

landscape now is dotted with long, low-lying rectangular structures with membrane 

roofs where intricately shaped metal parts are combined with wires, motors, plastic 

extrusions, sintered gears and sheaves, and powdered thermoplastic coatings to 

produce the machines and devices of the modern world- cars, lawn mowers, vacuum 

cleaners, telephones, and refigerators.  The manufacturing plant designs do not 

consider the position of the stars, the location of the sun at vernal equinox, or the 

quivering magnetic potentials of the earth, but are responsive instead to 

infrastructure, to the routing of high voltage electrical power lines, the meandering 

of highways, the depth of ports, the capacities of mass transit, and the proximity of 

neighborhoods and schools. 



As I descended into Guadalajara, turbine engines roaring through the skies, 

the air behind us bristling with the heat of their exhaust, the transformation from 

temple-building to factory-building struck me as the loss of a sacred connection 

between people and the natural world.  The sensation of loss was not far removed 

from the feelings I had recently entertained about the dwindling of pangolin.  The 

disparity between the two periods of time- and of the people who occupied them- 

was so distinct in my mind, it seemed as though some former type of human being 

must have gone extinct and been replaced by the current version.  There was, I 

realized, a life to ideas, a start and end to their relevance and expression.  They 

could take root in people, establish a flowering culture, and then ultimately wane 

and dissipate.  Perhaps they didn't fade entirely, but were drawn into the new 

mindsets where they waited until called upon, like long dormant seeds.  I pictured 

the modern human as a reservoir of latent antiquities, the palimpsestic imprint of 

countless nights spent by our forebears in the jungle or on the prairie, huddled 

beneath the stars, waiting to be seated at the modern table. 


